
2019 High School State of Jefferson Scavenger Hunt Questions 

PART ONE: DEDICATEE 

1) The dedicatee became governor. According to an alternative historian, the 

dedicatee’s predecessor to the governorship had thirteen-foot ceilings constructed in 

the governor’s mansion. The ceilings were designed to accommodate what citizenry?  

(3pts: 1pt bold, 2 pts answer) 

2) The dedicatee was to be executive of the 49th state. The following names were 

submitted for the new jurisdiction:  Orofino, Del Curiskiou, and Siscurdelmo, among 

others.  What was the name chosen?  

(2pts: 1pt bold, 1pt answer) 

3) When did the dedicatee petition the Oregon county in which he lived to secede into 

California?  (Month and year)  

(2pts) 

4) The reporter who covered the political maneuvering of the dedicatee and the 

secession movement won what reporting award for his work?   

(2pts) 

5) For what movie was the dedicatee both a presenter and a producer?  

(3pts) 

6) In addition to being a mayor and a governor, the dedicatee held an honorary title 

evidenced by a certificate that used what material as ink?  

(2pts) 

7) How many tons of TNT were used to complete the dock for the town while the 

dedicatee was mayor?  

(3pts: 1pt bold, 2pts answer) 

8) When the dedicatee was profiled in a national magazine, who was on the cover?  

(3pts: 1pt bold, 2pts answer) 

9) The dedicatee’s in-laws created a legacy award.  How surprised was the most recent 

winner to learn that he was the recipient?  



(2pts) 

10) Who is the dedicatee? (F,M &L)  

(3pts) 

 

PART TWO: GENERAL KNOWLEDGE 

1) It was a cool September evening that found two fathers in bed together. They 

decided to stay in a small inn in New Jersey. They were on a business trip of sorts, 

sharing responsibilities and working while traveling together. Sleeping together was not 

what they planned, but at the time became necessary. The room was small and one of 

the men entreated the other to open the window and come to bed, and promised to 

convince the other that it was the right thing to do. From the same mother they were 

united in birthing a stated offspring.  Who were the two fathers? (F&L and F&L) 

(6pts: 2pts bold, 4pts answer) 

2) Archeologists estimate that the structure shown in the photo was built around 2000 

years ago. There is reason to believe it has to do with burials.  When the Indian site 

near Route 42 in this photograph was donated to the state historical society, how much 

land was included in the donation?  

(4pts: 2pts answer, 2pts bold) 



 

3) There are ways to calibrate power. It might be a 4 on Herbert’s and Robert’s scale, 

or it could be a 6.4 on Tom Hanks’s scale. The numbers waffle a little.  What is being 

served up when there is a code yellow on a particularly Southern disaster index?  

(5pts: 3pts bold, 2pts answer) 

4) Listen to the excerpt. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihWQYPtCikQ This is a first 

recording for one of the players.  He went on to form other bands and compose many 

pieces.  One of his later pieces he named after himself, using the name given him by 

his parents. (F,M,L) Within 5 clicks, what is the tempo in the piece he titled after his 

birth name?  

(6pts: 3pts bold, 3pts answer) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ihWQYPtCikQ


5) The queen tried to murder her daughter by slamming the lid to the king’s jewel chest 

on her daughter’s neck. One time, she invited quarreling subjects to a feast during which 

she tried to reconcile them. However, when she failed to resolve the conflict with wine 

and gentle words, she tamed both sides of the dispute with an ax. What were the 

names of the three murdered guests? (REVISION: The quotes around the bold were 

removed as there are more than one acceptable translation.) -Jim 

(4pts: 1pt bold, 3pts answer) 

6)  I was traveling this past summer, and took this photo on the fourth Tuesday in 

July. If I had stayed until the next concert in the building, who would have been playing 

banjo? (F&L)   

(3pts: 1pt bold, 2pts answer) 

 

7)  Perhaps the most watched personality to work alla prima; the great body of his work 

has never been sold, and its location is a mystery. Though he classified mistakes as 

serendipitous mishaps, he out polled Picasso and Warhol in one-on-one rap and 

flower competitions. Find the name of the architect who in 1958 designed the famous 

structure within five miles of where the mystery work is located. (F&L)  

(5pts: 3pts bold, 2pts answer) 

8)  Her professional CV reads: 

 Name changer in middle school  



 Graduate of SOU 

 Ate in the Big Apple 

 Can be good or bad, depending on the place 

 Her career moves in many directions 

In one fourth of One Direction, she is known by what name?  

 

(5pts: 3pt bold, 2pts answer) 

 

9) The seasonal rabbit was Bezos. You will need to find what Bezos delivered to a vice-

president “in perpetuity”, and tell me which of the titles in the vice president’s all-time 

favorite DVD collection was based on a line from a WWII movie?  
 

(5pts: 1pt bold, 4pts answer) 

 

10)  Watch this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEGOihjqO9w .  

What is the birth name of the Nobel Prize winner who used this material? (F,M,L)  

 

(5pts) 

 

11)  Below is an Oregon school building that houses grades K-12. Its football team is 

1A. They will play the Timber Wolves as part of their intra-league competition. For the 

2019-2020 academic year, what day is the school picture day?  

 

(4pts: 1pt bold, 3pts answer) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rEGOihjqO9w


 

12) Never before had it happened. The record was 0-135. Then in last year’s 

tournament, a first. The victor was from an organization that sported a team that went 

to every Final Four for 14 straight years. On their first championship team, one of the 

players shared the same last name as the spouse of what explorer in America? 

(REVISION: Final Four is not limited to the final four teams in the NCAA Division I 

basketball championship. (Though a part of the question may relate to the NCAA 

basketball tournament) - Jim (5pts: 2pts bold, 3pts answer) 

13)  The photo below is the insignia of an outfit made for combat.  In WWII, there was a 

similarly named outfit that was not made for combat. What was the secret name of the 

WWII outfit’s participation in the Battle of the Bulge?  

(4pts: 1pt bold, 3pts answer) 



 

14) The image below is an outtake. The final image was published in a magazine now 

published nine times per year. During the shoot, somebody got tired and sat 

down. What was the name of the father of the man sitting on the stoop next door? 

(F&L)  

(5pts: 2pts bold, 3pts answer) 

 



15) Parts were stolen from Turkey, another part wound up in Venice. Many believe the 

North Pole is the real location of the parts (from where they are flown out on a 

whirlwind world tour annually). In one country, a tour of one of the parts brought out 

almost a million to venerate it. One of the largest cities in the country, and the largest 

in its region, was named after the original owner of the parts. The city is the largest city 

near the local Maldives. A building was built in 1914 in the city. The building was 

touted as the middle of the empire, now the re-built building is in the middle of the 

road.  What king has a place across the street from the building?  

(8pts: 4pts bold, 3pts answer) 

16) The cross-country team went out for a training run.  In the middle of the pack was a 

junior wearing tan shorts, a team blazer, and bright orange running shoes.  Her weight 

was 110 pounds and her height was 5’4”. The entire team, except her, made a right 

down a dirt road, she continued straight on the paved road at a respectable 8-minute 

mile.  As the team veered right and she continued straight she was clearly on a different 

wavelength from her fellow runners.  In angstroms, what was her wavelength? (show 

your work)  

(6pts: 3pts answer, 3pts work) 

17) Below is an aerial photo of a church on the bank of a river. The governor of the 

region where this church is located has extolled the region as he welcomes fellow 

Russians and foreigners. The governor claims his region is the only province of what 

kind in Europe?  

(4pts: 1pt bold, 3pts answer) 



 

18) What is it about the performance at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zs-

HiB9CLUg that precipitated another man taking a bow?  

(4pts: 1pt bold, 3pts answer) 

 

19) Three Figures: 

 The conductor of this performance: https://youtu.be/8UGp909bTe4 

 The writer of this: https://youtu.be/xMKWaXGtx0c 

 And, the man responsible for writing in a 1916 essay asking the question: “Wie 

erlangt man die ewige Seligkeit?” Which he answered using a term used by an 

infant.   

All three share what eternal connection?  

(5pts: 1pt bold, 4pts answer) 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zs-HiB9CLUg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zs-HiB9CLUg
https://youtu.be/8UGp909bTe4
https://youtu.be/xMKWaXGtx0c


 

20)  Born two hundred years ago, below is a portrait of his grandmother. His 

grandfather participated in one of the first parties formed during Revolutionary 

times. What is the genealogical relationship between the grandson of the woman in the 

portrait and the founder and original benefactor of the oldest university in the English 

speaking world dedicated to engineering, sciences, and applied technology?   

(7pts: 2pts bold, 5pts answer) 

 

 

21) In Hawaii, some people were observing the neighborhood at night and noticed a 

first time entry of an unknown and uninvited guest traveling through the area. It 

seemed that it might not be a random trespass, but an expedition by a nosy neighbor; 

perhaps even a scout. The guest’s movements were fast and unnatural. The velocity the 

guest entered into the neighborhood was “extremely close” to what?   

(6pts: 3pts bold, 3pts answer) 



22) Located in a county with a piggish name, this statue is in the town where the 

bridesmaid who won a soaring swine in 2017 was employed.  The title of this work is 

a pun on a Rodgers and HAMmerstein classic. In what township is this statue located? 

(T&S)   

(5pts: 3pts bold, 2pts answer) 

 

23) What is the genus species name of what killed the tree in this photo?  (Hint: Homo 

sapiens sapiens with a chainsaw is not the correct answer.)  

(4pts) 



 

24)  Near Spikenard, up E. Evans Creek, it was the only town in the county named after 

a mineral. What was the name of the applicant to be the proposed PM? (Title, F&L)  

(4pts: 1pt bold, 3pts answer) 

 

25) Awarded for traveling in winter, who is the Grammy Award winning artist who 

will be performing in the Rogue Valley in 2019? (F&L)  

(4pts: 2pts bold, 2pts answer) 

26) Gold Hill residents Robinson, Knotts, Goodwin, and Shurte ,“all hard working men”, 

were arrested in Siskiyou County. The four men were storing water known for its 

association with “fire” in anticipation of a drought. What was the cause of the 

anticipated drought?  

(4pts: 2pts bold, 2pts answer) 

27) https://youtu.be/EV4FUjqzEG0 According to the composer of this piece, during the 

last two years of his life he lived in debt.  What had he borrowed?  

(3pts) 

28)  The namesake of the complex in this photo had a lifetime effect on what Ohioan 

who won a Nobel Prize?   

https://youtu.be/EV4FUjqzEG0


 

(5pts: 2pts bold, 3pts answer) 

29) Watch this video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BaevBH5Fl6k. Who is the 

concertmaster of the sequence shot in the recording studio? (F&L)   

(4pts) 

30) According to James, he was the first and only ever in what is now the United 

States, to be convicted of expressing ideas (roughly translated back as: ni siquiera un 

Protestante entretendría). He avoided punishment by escaping from jail. He died on a 

property at the time run by Franciscans, later owned by an oil Company, then repaired 

by Company #1951, and rededicated on an infamous day. When he died, how many 

other travelers were also killed?   

(8pts: 2pts first bold, 1pt each other bolds, 3pts answer) 

31) Arms have crossed the Sleeve for centuries. Not all with arms have been successful. 

Recently a “seconde tentative” was necessary because of only a few centimeters. It still 

took over 20 minutes.  

One adventurer crossed the Sleeve in about 13.5 hours in an attempt to prove another 

crossing had occurred 804 years before. Who was the ascertaining adventurer? (F&L)  

(5pts: 3pts bold, 2pts answer) 

32) The author, a shady Olympian performer, has been acknowledged as the 

progenitor of his field. However, some of his work was questioned in a 1980s book 

about a Spitama. The Olympian author’s account of the wartime location of a “Torch” 

has caused many disputes from the time of the writing to the present day. According to 

the author, why did the ruler not kill Torch’s captor? (REVISION: The Olympian author 

referred to in the question is not the author of the book about a Spitama, even though 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BaevBH5Fl6k


the author of the Spitama book did compete in the modern Olympics.   The reference of 

a shady Olympian performer refers to an ancient Greek. –Jim) 

(7pts: 3pts bold, 4pts answer) 

33)  

https://youtu.be/Cd_TQTH7nJM 

https://youtu.be/qcY6kNQ987w 

There is a related line in each song (the order of the phrase is reversed from one song 

to the other) that was written by neither of the two recorded artists. Tradition tells us 

that the writer of the borrowed line had his named changed after abruptly leaving his 

desk job. What is the translation of the writer’s name into English?   

(6pts: 2pts bold, 4pts answer) 

34) Follow these steps: 

1. Find the number of states in the U.S.A. that do not require a unanimous jury finding 

for criminal cases.   

2. Take your answer to #1, and multiply it by the new businesses registered in 2018 in 

the state with the most criminal jury trials without the necessity of a unanimous verdict. 

(In 2019 the state almost was the home to its first unicorn).  

3. Add to the answer to question #2, the change in population between for a city in the 

state referenced in #2. It is a city that has a palindrome as its 2010 population, and a 

palindrome for its estimated 2017 population in a list of incorporated cities ranked by 

population. The city also shares the same name as a U.S. president.  (REVISION: Use 22 

as the answer for the third section. Since I wrote the question, the page I used for the 

information has since updated the chart with population of another year, so the number 

I used is unavailable. –Jim) 

4. Find the human gene that “belongs to the protocadherin gene family, a subfamily 

of the cadherin superfamily. This gene encodes a protein which contains 6 

extracellular cadherin domains, a transmembrane domain and a cytoplasmic tail 

differing from those of the classical cadherins.” Now, find the Gene ID number of the 

mouse (mus musculus) ortholog. Subtract the Gene ID number for the mouse ortholog 

from the answer to #3.   

5. Take the answer to #4 and divide it by itself.  (Your answer may not be a real 

number).  

https://youtu.be/Cd_TQTH7nJM
https://youtu.be/qcY6kNQ987w


(8pts: 1pt for #1, 2pts for #2, 2pt for #3, 2pts for #4, 1pt for #5) 

35) Illegal immigration is an ongoing source of political friction in Western European 

countries and the United States. In 2015, one North American country’s National 

Institute of Statistics and Geography identified that over 90% of the immigrants from its 

neighbor had irregularities in their legal documentation, had overstayed their visas, or 

had avoided immigration oversight. From what country were these immigrants 

migrating?   

(3pts: 1pt bold, 2pts answer) 

36) From its source material, what is the answer to the question: “ Τίνες οὖν θρηνώδεις 

ἁρµονίαι; Λέγε µοι: σὺ γὰρ µουσικός.”? 

Identify a modern use of the answer that relates to the following excerpts: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-4qAxZ0F6s from 2:00 until 3:00 (except for the C 

major section)   

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2GmzyeeXnQ (you can ignore the last 45 seconds 

of the video),  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_V6y1ZCg_8  

For full credit you will need a source showing the answer to the bolded question and a 

source for each of the video pieces showing the relationship you find.  

 

(6pts: 4pts bold, 2pts answer) 
 

37) The feet that walk in these shoes (see photo) covered more than 460 grueling miles 

(according to a magazine owned by Disney) while being chased through mountains; 

sometimes climbing as high as 17,000 feet. What cross was the wearer riding when he 

crossed the border that ended this chase?   

 

(4pts: 1pts bold, 3pts answer) 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p-4qAxZ0F6s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-2GmzyeeXnQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_V6y1ZCg_8


 
 

38) The museum next door to the building in the photo was designed by the architect 

who also designed the building for the highest court in the nation in which the building 

below is located. What Shakespeare play was performed last summer in the building in 

the photo?  

(4pts: 1pt bold, 3pts answer) 

 

 



 

39) An Italian speaker may have thought it was a strange and good morning that 

developed a new suit for special occasions. The suit does not have the designer cut 

associated with Italian couture; however, its functionality is three times greater than that 

of the conventional suit. It is like wearing a jacket of air. The wearer of the newly 

developed attire sustains warmth beyond what traditional garb allows, even in the most 

chilling of environments. Of the two elements used to create the improved resistance, 

what is the electron quantum number for the element with the lower atomic number? 

(Do not use the shorthand configuration number.)  

(6pts: 2pts bold, 4pts answer) 

40) Watch this video starting at 1:20:30: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKrsEbjXYX8. One of the brass players (he has the 

most voluminous hairstyle) was employed in a region part Ireland and part United 

Kingdom, and is now employed in California. When he performed a gig in Chicago, 

what did the orchestra exclaim during the performance? (REVISION: A YouTube citation 

is acceptable [and probably necessary.] –Jim) 

(5pts: 2pts bold, 3pts answer) 

41) When the doctors approached the daughters, they told the daughters their father 

was a very sick man.  According to the daughter who wrote his death notice, they 

responded as one, “You have no idea.” During the Second World War what was the 

father’s position? (REVISION: The Father did not serve during the Second World War. 

Sorry for any inconvenience. –Jim) 

(4pts: 1pt bold, 3pts answer) 

42) A college president helped conceal the purpose of the mission of the men in this 

photograph. One of the men, a leader of the mission, made an exculpatory speech. As a 

result, who was the man who gave him a daily score? (Title & Last Name)   

(4pts: 1pt bold, 3pts answer) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKrsEbjXYX8


 

 

43) Hernandez had a terrible night, going 0 for 6, but he has a respectable lifetime 

average of .407.  Caesar-Williams, whose career spans three score years, has a lifetime 

average of .393. Edmonds comes in with 11 for 49. With a .419 average, who has the 

most? (F&L)  

(5pts: 1pt bold, 4pts answer) 

44) What was the name of the agricultural complex where the second owner of this 

house was born?  

(4pts: 1pt bold, 3pts answer) 



 

45) The man who observed, “Gentlemen, for the first 60 feet that was a helluva 

pitch,” implied that the last six inches made it so his diamond adversary may not have 

done the same thing to him how many other times?  

(5pts: 1pt bold, 4pts answer) 

46) Two participants: a man born “Gibson”, and a man born “Page”, had an exchange 

during a grand opening on the site in this photograph. Gibson was on the receiving end. 

A historical marker placed by the commonwealth in 2009 commemorates the site. One 

of the men had a salient observation about money, injury, and privacy; what is he 

quoted as having said?  



 

(6pts: 3pts bold, 3pts answer) 

47) In British Columbia there is a harbour, a cone, and a reef with the family name. The 

founder, Ambrose, started a logging company in 1912. His son, Arthur, helped operate 

the logging company until it was sold in 1978. Angus, the grandson of the founder of 

the company (Angus became a log buyer for Richmond Plywood), narrated a video 

compiled from film shot at the Cumshewa Inlet in the 1930s and 1940s. What was the 

entry-level job the narrator’s father was engaged in at age 15?  

(6pts: 2pts bold, 4pts answer) 

 

48) He was the leader of a commando raid, responsible for increasing teachers’ 

salaries, and was born in a multi-state named town.  A General paid him $700,000,000 

to go away. What was his opinion about written reports?  

(4pts: 1pt bold, 3pts answer) 

 

49) Only one in twelve (though some believe the number to be one in three) are 

admitted to the education system. Admission is so restrictive that facilities are guarded 

24/7. They are described as boarding schools for a particular population. Some hints 

given to gain admission are: telling others not to swear; owning a tent; abstaining from 

alcohol and cigarettes; knowing someone who has traveled; being related to someone 



who has done any of the above.  In what state and country are these institutions 

located?  

(5pts: 3pts bold, 2pts answer) 

 

50) The mid-term elections were a game changer in the move for impeachment. His 

party retained control of the Senate, but lost control of the House. He was accused of 

lying like a dog. An opponent labeled him unworthy and unfit to control the destiny of 

the nation. Many of his cabinet members left before their term of office was complete. A 

former president assailed his character. Soon after his opposition to tariffs became 

apparent, impeachment was initiated. Who is the president described above? (F&L) 

(REVISION: The quotes around lying like a dog were removed as you may not be able to 

find that exact phrase.) -Jim 

(6pts: 4pts bold, 2pts correct answer) 

 

PART THREE: BRING-INS 

Bring these items with you to adjudication day at SOU. Items will be examined and 

scored by a judge, and points will be awarded. Items will be returned to each team 

at the end of the event. 

1. Bake a cake from scratch that calls for at least ¼ cup of dried or fresh fruit by exactly 

following a handwritten original recipe sourced from an immediate family member. 

Bring both the finished cake and the recipe for a judging evaluation. (6pts) (Your cake 

may be cut and sampled by the judge during evaluation. The remainder will be 

returned to you at the end of the event.) 

2. Bring in an item with the seal or flag of the State of Jefferson. (2pts)  

3. Bring in a CD that features a recording of Bob Marley performing Zion Train made 

before the year 2000. Additional 1pt extra credit for a live recording. (3pts) (+1pt 

possible extra credit) 

4. Bring your best Sudoku puzzle readiness! Challenge: Choose the team member most 

ready to attempt to complete a Sudoku puzzle in front of the judge in under 4 minutes. 

Sudoku puzzle will be provided at the event. (4pts possible) (1pt for one section of 

eight solved correctly, 2pts for at least half of the entire puzzle solved correctly, 

and 4pts for solving the whole puzzle correctly) 

 



5. Bring in foliage at least 6” in length from a Port Orford cedar or 6” foliage from a tree 

in the same family as the Port Orford cedar. (3pts)  

6. Bring in a borax solution and red food coloring crystal grown on a pipe-cleaner 

substrate. The crystal must weigh at least 6 ounces and measure at least 5 inches across. 

(3pts) (Handle with care in transport- broken crystals can only be awarded 1pt 

maximum.) 

7. Bring-in a small container of water from a natural spring at its source labeled with the 

date and time it was collected, the location of the spring on a professionally-made non-

digital map, and a photo of at least two of your team members at the location where 

the water was collected. (6pts) 

 

 

 


